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Overview

 IT Operations must administer and maintain multiple 
applications across multiple environments

− Applications are deployed across development, QA, 
staging and production

− Multiple versions deployed
− Inconsistent and un-audited configurations
− Varying access privileges
− Inconsistent release and promotions cycles

 Developers and administrators must use varying and 
inconsistent configuration mechanisms

− Developers don't know what features are deployed and 
what their impact is

− Configuration don't get optimized



  

Overview

 JBoss Operations Network delivers enterprise visibility into 
your JBoss middleware infrastructure

 This centralized management tool delivers discovery and 
inventory, monitoring, administration and configuration, 
operational control and software patching

 Built on an agent-server architecture and supports visibility of 
low-level resources, including cpu, disk and network 
utilization

 Automated discovery for JBoss AS instances and services 
and applications deployed within

 Delivery of software notifications and audited installation of 
certified cumulative patches



  

Features

 Monitors low level OS statistics (CPU, memory, swap, IO, 
disks)

 Monitors processes and services (Apache, JBoss, Postgres)
 Monitors detailed services (EJBs, URL response times, 

Datasources and Queues)
 Alerts and baselines on all monitored metrics
 Manages configuration of resources (Datasources, Queues, 

Deployments of Ears and Wars)
 Operational controls with scheduling and auditing
 JBoss AS software inventory and patch installation



  

Dashboard



  

Architecture



  

Support

 Server and agent deployments support on Linux, Windows, 
Solaris, HP-UX and AIX

 Java 1.5 required for server and agent
 PostgreSQL and Oracle are supported data stores



  

Enhancements: Features

 Improved configuration interface for more complex 
configurations and validation

 Configuration history stored and changes detected
 Faster detection of resources being unavailable
 Enhanced resource hierarchy supports more complex service 

modeling
 Improved group operation execution
 Improved managed deployments with auditing and versioning
 Inventorying of installed application server libraries and 

versions
 Method performance monitoring for EJB3



  

Configuration History



  

EJB3 Method Monitoring



  

JVM Monitoring



  

Enhancements: Extensibility

 New plugin API is simpler to implement and allows broader 
integration

 Extensible JMX plugin allows easier support for developing 
custom JMX based management

 Configuration can now be implemented by any plugin
 Advanced operations can take complex parameters and 

return results
 Non-native mode allows support for any platform with a 1.5 

Java Runtime Environment



  

Example Plugin Descriptor



  

Enhancements: Scalability

 Greatly increased the amount of data that can be monitored 
by one server

 Reduced load on managed servers by allowing some batch 
data collection

 Optimized data storage to allow for more data to be collected 
and stored for a given db infrastructure

 Improved data model reduces load and increases the speed 
of user interface and agent interaction

 Stateful plugin model allows for optimized managed server 
connection maintenance

 Dynamic Groups for easier maintenance of large inventories



  

Dynamic Groups



  

Enhancements: Reliability

 Pervasive reliable agent/server communications avoid 
problems with unreliable connections

− Control operation results, configuration and software 
update actions are not lost

− Command management and throttling reduces the risk of 
overloading the server after outages

 Simplified caching improves cluster reliability
 Better installation defaults supports easier growth
 Built-in platform monitoring helps to avoid problems 



  

Monitoring JON



  

Enhancements: Simplification

 Agents will automatically download the latest plugins 
simplifying deployment

 Recursive and DynaGroup groups-based security greatly 
reduces authorization maintenance for large environments

 New security model simplifies access control of the inventory 
and administration features

 Remote agent configuration allows centralized control



  

Agent Configuration



  

Status

 JON 2.0 will be available this spring
 The core of JON in the form of the RHQ project is being 

released to open source this week (come to the RHQ 
presentation Tomorrow at 3:00 for more details)

 A hands on session with JON 2.0 beta 2 will be held Friday 
morning at 9:00



  

Questions?


